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Americans put too much faith in education as a means of solving social

probleus. In past generations the school.system did a magnificent job.of

Americanizing the children of the immigrants. Unfortunately, however, this .

socializatiOn left deep scars. For to be American.meant to be white, m1ddle

class and Protestant. Catholics, non-whitea, and Jews were marginal not

part of the mainstream of American society; Naw things are beginning to

change and we hear more about the new pluralism or the-resurgence of ethnicity

than about the old melting pot.

-This kina of.pluralism that not only fights for the rights of sub-

groups to exist as such but.also for their cultural heritage to be advanced

and valued at part of an Aierie'an heritage. It would legitimate the plural.

istic reality of American life and allow ethnics to deal with themselves as

comilete individuals. They would neither exclude nor suppress their ethnicity.

We must cease thinking of Indians, Chicanos, Puerto-Ricans or, Blacks as

culturally deprived or culturally disadvantaged. Yet white ethnicity can be

more disturbing in many ways,tham non-white ethnicity. There are few today.

who would deny the Blacks, Indians, Spanish -Auericans or Asian Americans their

right to a déstinctive subcOture. These subcultures exist and we are rushing

43 give them recognition. But when we talk of the Italians, Poles, Irish,

or Jews -. that is another story. M4ny believe that the distinctions among

these groups are much more a matter of ecosomic and social class than of

ethnic origin. The belief is also widespread that by focussing on ethnic

distinctiveness we might deepen the already fragmented nature of our society.
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The PerVisgent Quality of Ethnicia

However, we cannot deny the influence of ethnicity in our daily lives.

0

We can cite a growing body of wr u c, on tbe persistence of ethnicity ia
',mem

Aderican group life. Nathan Glazer and aniel Moynihan in 1963 published

their famous study,of ethnic groups in New York City, titled Beyond the

\I Melting Pot: 'This study looked at Blacks, Puerto riicaus, Jews, Italians ahd

Irish in New York City. In the 1970 reissue of the vo/ume, they state:

In Bsyond the Melting-Pot, we suggested
that ethnic group*, awing to their distinctive
historical experiences; their cultures and
skills, the time of their arrival and the
economic situation they met, developed distinc-
tive'econamic, political an4 cultural patterns.
As the old culture fell aw4,--and it did rapidly
enough.a new-one, shaped by the distinctive
experiences of life in America was form*d and a
new identity was created. Italian-Americans'
might share precious little with Italians in
Italy, but in America they were a distinCtive
group that maintained itself, was identifiable
an4pgave something to those who 9ere identified
with it, just as it also gave burdens'that those
in the group had to hear. 1

Recent research supports these concluaions. We must recognize that

considerable variation exists among ethnic groups though they may be in the

same social and economic class. Andrew Greeley has defined the-term "ethnic

. qt.

identification" as the place in which one puts onevelf in the ethnic chart.

Greeley writes that one's ethnic heritage is defined as "the explicit and.*

/-

conscious recollection of one's pait history, either in the Old World or in

the United States." And he adds that one's ethnic culture includes the agti-

tudes, personality, styles and behaviors that correlate with ethnic identi-
.

fication or ethnic origin.2
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There is no doubt that ethnicity persists as a central factor in the lives

of white city residents. And when these lwhite ethnics move to the suburbs

ihey carry their ethnic identity with them. In his study of the residents

of Levittown, Pennsylvania, Herbert Gans found that once they were settled,

the new Levittowufrs.sought out those most like themselves; thope of the

same ethnic group. Ethnically7based voluntary groups were esiablahed earlier

than those based exclusively on class. It was natural that people with the

same life Ayles should gravitate toward each other. Life style is a matter

of economic class but it is also a matter of ethnic habits. "One informed

group," Gans writes, "called (itself) the Happy Hours Club (and) consisted

of previously urban and primarily Italian couples who like to stay lap late

and complained that their neighborls went to bed at 10 P.M. every night."3

The suburb as.represented by Levittown iS thus not an undifferentiated, homo-

geneous mass. People sort themselves out by ecoommic class, ethnic origin

and religious affiliation.

The persistence of ethnic groups in our society is due to both negative

and positive factors. When the primary reason for group affiliation is hos-.

tility from the outside, it is inevitable that ethnicity seems more like a

prison than an opportunity. But people are drawn to.ethuic identification

because of the advantages it offers. The ethnic group can be al,t4fArjatsasen......---

the individual and the broader society. Individuals use ethnicity as a filter

for forming their identity. Ethnic affiliations function to organize inter-

actions among individuals and groups of people, whether on social, economic,

political or religious lines. Ethnieity is now recognized as a central force

in socialization, a force that is at work over time as well as space.

What About Our American Heritare?

Before we leave the matter of ethnicity in general, we must remember that

there is a sense in which we are all Anglo-Saxons or "Americans All". Angle-
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Saxonism is the cement which holds the country together. Our political sys-

tem, and our social ideals have beeh decisively influenced by seventeenth

and eighteenth century Englishmen. When ye sireas ethnicity then, it ia

within the context of a strong belief Ift the viability of the constitution

and the ideals of a democratic republic. .

There is a shared heritage of distinctly American traditions, celebrations

such as the 4th of Jubt, Labor Day, Memorial Day. We commewarate these special

occasions with picnics and parades. Our public schools hae'been the social

Institution for inculcating the customs, traditions, and folklore okthe

Anglo-American heritage. It Ls equally a proud tradition and,one we do not

wish to banish or relinquish.

Our museums and historical societies from coast to coast, in great cities

and in small towns eNhibit relics and artifacts that represent this major

American heritage. This is a heritage that now, after 200 years of existence

has evolved, into a uniquely and solely American'ethnicity. Stamp and coin

collectors specializing in American collections will attest to this. Our

uniquely American tradition is emblazoned on every coin, "In God We Trnst",

on almost every stamp. frock Stuart's portrait of George Washington to the

astronauts' voyage to the moon._

This sense that all of us are part of the Anglo-Sazon tradition of our

country, this Americanism, is also a proud heritiege which should not be

eschewed in the movement to give recognition and power to diverse ethnic

groups. What we are calling for then, is ethnic pluralism, the opportunity

for the many subcultures, the many ethnic groups to participate in American

group life.
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Identity and Educatiod

Group identity is decisively influenced by what happens in the schools.

By the time a child comes to school he or she already has a set of language

habits and a set of behavioral modes which are determined by his ethnic back,-

ground. If the school, howyver, subtlely, undermines the val-e of these

charaeteristici, it is inevitable that the Child would have less of a sense

of,self 6 a human being. Recent research indicates that ther.: may be a

direct, relationship between a child's self-esteem (or the_lack °Lit) and the

ability to learn. The sense of Inferiority which many ethnic children have,

makes the learning process much more difficult. In the Schools and Group

Identity: Educating for a New Pluralimm, Judith Herman synthesizes and

summarizes some of the important research on the child's ethnic identity,

feelings of self adequacy and the ability to learn and achieve in school.

Looking at the history of ethnic groups'
relationship to the public schools, some historians
are beginning to find that the great myth of scbools
serving as "engines'of upward mobility" has not been
equally true for all ethnic groups. Prom studies of
achievement in the early part of the century and a
few studies of ethnic mobility, it looks like an
ethnic group Imade it" into the middle class and then

The schools have done much to make ethnics,feel inferior. They have

been the primary agents in what some scholars call linguIcide. Considering

the ethnic makeup of this country we should be a poly-lingual society in which

almost everyone speaks a "native" language in addition to standard English.

Instead, Americnns are noted or lather are notorious, for thair weaknesses

in speaking foreign languages. Public elementary schools have been moving

gingerly into the area of language educatioa but frequently the language

taught is not the mo4t prominent second language in the commanitior geograph.

ical area. Por example, in San Francisco, the school system seems locked

7
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into the "Pre,ih-atin" syndrome though there is a very large ethnic commu-

aity there that speahs Languages other than Trench from which the pisblic

achools could have chosen second Language offerings Italian, Japanese,

:lpanieh, even thinese.

11,ae tnited States govtrement has recently givc- acme recognition to the

rLght of our subcultures to perpetuate themselves by establishing a network

of bi-lingual education centers around tile country: In 1968 Congrese passed

the Silingjel/SiCatural tducation Act ti;a'.. LaS to the cetablishment of pro-

E;rams involving thousand& of pupils, particularly in the soul..hudst, ha some

form of hi-lingual, bi-culturat education. Nest of the pro?raus were in

Spaniah but there were also setae in ?tench, Chinese, Japanese and Indian

1 le cto .

lhere is a groving ivancennue among many ethnic groups and among aware

educators that a tension between ethnic or group particularism and the

u4iveroals of the common culture is what will keep us creative amd genuine.

This ib certainly lot an easy system to explain or teach. But it does give

a more iational basis for the operation of the riblic school classroom in a

culturally diverse society. An example of the desire to promulgato this.men-

date for ethnic studies is the projcct of the Nation'al Council for the Social

Studies durinr 075 and 1976. The National Council for the Social Studies

recognized that the hit:on's schoole needed sound guidelines for designing

and implementing ethnic studies prograue and for integrating their curricula

with ethnic conteAt. Tn 1'i75 the Council applied for and received, an

Ethnic :!crita:le !..!ralt -rAer the Title of !..". to formulate and disneminate

guidelines for ethal: at:dies programs aud to discuss these guideliees with

teachers at national and rnional meetings to help hnprove instruction related

to ethnicity in the schools. An 'Ethnic Studien Program Evaluation CheckIiat"

WO ciao developed. Its purpose was to encourage and assist'in the assessment.'
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oC specgic school environments to determine the extent to which they reflect
\

the idealized school uhich is described in the Guidelines. The Guidelines

describe goals whick(mch.school can strive to achieve.5

CriterLaTor Plnralistte nducatioa

There is alunie the fear that by encouraging the differences we find in

our studeate, we wieht be encouraging hostility and conflict among them..

'Ale ethnic conflita of tl4e 1970's seem to be tearing ouesociety apert and

educator would 4mneto deepen the .olarizatLon. Change, however, always

hes its ritlis as well as it5 possible rwardo and we have no choice but to

.1ttempt to iuprove relatidna among groupo in what ever 114y, we can. it would

be fickle and simpleminded to think that curriculum innovations could solve

s4c.1 complex problem as group conflict. There are ways, however, in which

ethnic studies 40- a vitai part of every aspect of the school curriculum

night contribute to the amelioration of thdse conflicts and at the satIO time

.prepare children to becom citizens of a multi-cpltural society and a

ethnic world.

We believe tl'ia calls for infuaing teadhing in every aspect with plural.

4-1-.4-44.40_44-4.41. r I .691 rvxlinn Miy-tfltLinP to She eult.2,.tx that

each child brings into the classrobn; and :iot only respending to that culture,

but using it and enhancing it. '..:ome teacher:. and edt.cators have stated that

there are children who bring no culture with them into the clasaroom. This

iu definitely fallacious! 'Nobody is culture-less. The ruestion is, rather,

%ow does the school and Cle teacher accept ernd understand the culture, heri-
.

tage and tradition that the Child brings to the school when he or she enters it.

wo delineate three basic criteria or three underlying assumptions for

pluralistic education. We state them here first, then we will elaborate on

their meanings and implications for teaching. The criteria for pluralistic

9
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education are:

1) knowing_one's wan identity, one's own heritage and traditions.

tho are your people? Mat were their practices, customs, and utys.

2) knowing about other groups in the nation; what other groups in

the nation than one's own are present in American life.

3) knowati%s_hprg_zbourelationshApsbetweetheseethnicrou; pre

the relationships between various groups ones of mutuality and support, or

ones of antagonlatt and hostility. nave these relationships existed historically

over centuries, over decades, Or are they very current?

Criteria 1 -- gm_ami_ One's Own Identity: It is necessary ln Americ:,

today, to help put people in cositact Wth their own identity and their awn

past and heritege. Thin is as true for adults an it is for children. In

sections of this vast nation, yid. its pattern's of extensive mobilityfr indi-

vidUals have lost contact with their immigrant past or distinctive family

ethnicity. Charles Mindel and Robert W. Nabenatein in their reeent book,

Ethnic Families in America: Patterds and Variations write, "there are large

numbers of Americans who find it poasible to trace descent to foreign nations

and cultures such As Germany, Great:Uritain, aua Canada, yet who retain little

if any of an Vie

tinguishable from others of similar socioeconomic classes

Some Americans are of mixed traditions with various ethnic heritages

represented on one side of the family OT the other. Intermarriage in the

distant past with indigeneous groups such as Native Americans characterizes

the family lieeage of many Americans.

Our early socialization in the family setting is usually the most signi-

ficant and lonvaasting experience we encounter through life. These family

experiences carry for ua deeply pleasureable or oometimes, deeply painful

1 0



memories. Activities that occur in a family context shape one's personality,

one's identity, one's self concept. If we are to recognize and identify the

basic heritage and traditions that we hold uniqubly as individuals. it is

through our family and their heritage that we will find them. Therefore,

we must put people in touch with their awn familptradition and background.

This is as true for teachers as it is for their students.

Then where does the school and the curriculum come in? In her exciting

book, The Schools and Socialization, Audrey James Schwartz puts it dhis way:

Schools are in an ideal position to redress
niany -ör-m-injtoirica-thar have- historically
been thrust upon the racially and ethnically
different. Ihrough an emphasis on cultural
pluralism, they can foster a child's favorable
identification with his or her own family and

46 culture; they can reduce racial-ethnic self-
hatred increase self-esteem; and they can create
greater tolerance for cultural diversity. 7

-

The school curriculum as well ab our daily programs offer many oppor-

tunities for helping-lhe individual identify and value his or her family

heritage and tradition. For example, the teacher does not need a special occa-

sion or holiday to assisn children, at a/most any age level, to interview

tsgeir grandparents and ask them about speiFfic events. These events could

und a_holiday or special occasion, or around an historical event.

But the interview process can be much less structured and general. The child

will find the grandparent open and quite willing to rem nt past experiences

and impressions. A new rapport and understanding occurs between the gener.-

atiors in these interviews. The younger person.finds values and practices

exist that, often, he or she never realized or heard articulated, And the

older person feels needed, wanted and of importance for the child, the familyA

and the larger society. Later in this publication we will suggest specific

activities and exercises for helping atudenta learn about their own ethnicity

and family heritage.
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Criteria Et -- Knowing About Other Grotlps:- Not only shclild we be abie

to conceptualize and-understand our owu ethnicity and our own heritage we

must also be knowledgeable and have understandings.about others ethnictty,

about other grcraps. 31ack3 are desirous of leayning about the many facers

of blach ethnic and racial heritage-, just as whites are concerned 0out the

varleties of the white ethnic experience: But we must not stop pith this.

need to develop uhat some ethnic scholars call "ethnic literacy." The

CULIeLines of the lational Council for the Social Studies put it this eqy:.

3ecause ethnicity is important in the lives of many
Americans, it is important that all members of oui
society develop "ethnic literacy," a solidry based
understanding of ethnicity and.ethnic groupa. Schools
cannot afford to i,nore their responsibility to contri-
bute to the development Of ethnic'litera4and under-
standing. khay a well-conceived, sensible, thorough,
and continuous program of multi-ethnic erudition cah
create the broadly based ethnic literacy so necegsary
for the future of our nation and world society.

This '....nouledve about lroups other than dhe's own, cails for understanding

the origins through tine aad space of various 6roups. ir is particul'arly impor-

tant that the individual, whether it is children or adults, knot? about the

etanic and racial groups that are found in their region, geographical area

their community, s.:11ce it is reasonable that at one time or another inter-

actions anl a clost proximity vill occur. It is important that not just the

-ALacirity group in the connunity understand its customs, heritage, origin, t.ra-

dition and future prospects. Men we all share in the values and traditions

a ;;roup of people we give credence and validity to their members. Also,

when we have (actual knowledge about people we realize just how large or

small their number may be in comparison to other groups in the nation. Diets

ad information givius realizations of the length of time, the histohcal

background that some ethnic groups havelived in America. This is particularly

12
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trueof Spanish-Americans and Native Americans of the Southwest, whose

tradition goes bank to the 16th Century and before.. Ile tend to forget that

some peoples lived on the American continent long before the European and

more specifically the Anglo-Saxon tradition came to America. We think of

this country as a vast .elstx land that was filled up and civilized by the

Europeans since this is the way most history bloks in the publle schools

have been presenting American History until recently.

As Carlos Cortes, historian and chairman of the Chicano Studie'a Depart-

, mont at University of California - Riverside characterizes it, "At best, mostA V

books and .curricula oa n.S. history, society and culture give only token

recognition to the dovelo.ment of cultures in America prior to the coming

of the tiropeani; the growth of the native American, Hispanic and.NeNican

civilizations before the 'Y.S. conquest of their territory; and the flow

civilizatlens into the rated States other than east-to-west from Europe."9
A

:ortes goes 'on to urge that we reject tne simplistic, unidirectional approach

with which we have taught history in the schools in the past and provide more

'occ.nrate ap4 autheati'c information for students at every age and grade level.

Criteria 3 -- ';lowing About The RelationshiRs Between Croups: We need

to have more extensive knowledge 4s well as empathy for relationship betwean

ethnic and racial groups. Are these relationships ones of sultualtty or ones

of hostilicy and long-held antagonism? Has there been a history of domination

of one group over the other? Has the hostility and enmity endured over the

years in a smoldering, covert fashion or has it been expressed in rtots,

lynchings and actions lihe the lu Klux 'a.an eXhibited during tho 1920's and

301s?

1 3
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Iltat are the tensions that peraist between ethnic groups? Are they found

ln the political, ( cortex:Lc, social or educatio 1 U. r- How virislent and

detrimental are these te,,sions and pre1udii a. 'erner comment.: upon

situation V tty in his Chnous voe., America Au a A.vilizatiou.

'.erner writes:

rcx e. the beginning there werpotereotypes

-pee. the more rsarginal iratai_e4nts, As
t2-a:* perhaps natural, the netsbers of eath new

i=sigration ,:ere assleped the lowliest
`.'ae basj c. pattern was, however, tor the

e;.- each new Whet to in tiem
tl,e rest, yieldia;; the ,:e'e of

st...at::oness ia turn to the still later

'As( el the-. moved up the hlerarfl'iral ladder.,
-* 1-)11.04104 rLv& eaget. p the

plaees that had been relilmiatted.

A more recent ssudy att eNamined ethnic :.eo.p te:.stens ata: the process

el ethnic st.cces, st : . p.s., i lc er.rr:ed

out the inst it ..e ;or :1:-xeslism end ;,reLp IdeatIty. in the pu'llication,

:132.1A% 1,12: Lthrtit a -4..ce s ion in :Aso c:.ca L',1; .,xman o: ethnic cona tvt

ae.d bargaining J:et power and status iA strieri:an boioty vas documented it a

code study of ." , lAiladelphia schools, 1e at-Otero, Daniel riazar and

lierray -riedman opea tlpir study with the '1111..i..1. statement:

The .,,eowiag demands of these grot.ps have resulted
in net simply the white-blae%'genfrantat Ions that
are Lmmiliar to most Americans, b--t In a series ei
E roT co 1 1 is lona : between blac:.a 4 ad ews over
teaChing positions in the New York .schools; betweea
Newark's black and Italian groups .f.or political pover;
between Oticanos and blacks ig :400 angeleu ever
leadership in poverty programs; and among Protestants,
acholics, and Jews over Lssues of abortion, pornograpny,

and government aid to parochial schools. Ue c.re at:ere--

painfully awarethat racial a nd ethnic strains have 7Ieen
ci source of friction and even violence in our commLnities,3
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liot until recently have feelings of ethnics, whether they were or

miaority group status or not, b..en expressed in open, oud and angry Volce3,

i108 much more usual for ethnics to voics their In.rt and confusion at the

insensitivity of the unite gnjority in the privacy of their homes or in

intimacy wita their fellow ethnic s. out all this hus been changing aa

blacks, Chicanos, Jative Americana, tsian americans, and most recently %moon,.

are speaking up puoLie and On the mass =dia. Jefore we leave this final

.!."1.teria that ;ocuses oa ego relationihips between ethnic groups, we must

not leaite out the crhcial and influential place of televiaion, films, and

rwapaper play l.t t ...107Vle itt bC plural/OM tn . ate riza today, voiliting

to uelevision alo4e, vith its ethnic superstars such as .ony wriando and

fli i.11 sy 1ip 1133s, j-ist Ls begin the list end Jona now long-

sta.tdiug shags sneh II in iI tily x %he Jef fersons '

and r.ore recently '%:nico and the ilea and the list goes on the ethaie

inanes and stereotypes are being changed, modified and even shaped. New

..:oaceptions of etnnic re:atiansnips are forming as the mass media and instant

ccmsunicat ion ma:tes zig. voll.1 what one linGuist s_alled a whisperim gallery".

ere are ve movsc; :e are moving into a pl4ra1istic society that =ante:-

pluralistic education i.or all its public schools.

"le eltthit 3etceit ahnicity, : atei; rat ion. Sex ito,:e :tx,

liliazoa Lisa 7"or lone

'.e believe that it is time that public edcation take the initiative 1.-4

Jevalop linkages bowcen the movements ior iategration, ethnic heritage, bi-

Envalism awl the mion's Liovemnt. ach these for.zes represents ltarior-

tant aupects of :meron li2e, but none by itself can bring about the chanjea

needed in our aritOMS. Joining together in u coalition that works to !leet

15
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the shared interest of all of the parts can accomplish much. Wa have dis-

cussed the forces that arc promoting a new recognition of ethnicity.in our

society. This resurgence of ethnicity also ensto-tpasst.: thtegration.

The movement for bi-lingual and bi-:cultural education repiesents another

'maJor movement by the educational system to respond to student diveristy.

The subject of bilingual education is not only a "hot political potato," but

also has some serious philosophical problems for most traditional educators.

The standard educationA philosophy for the school systems as they dealt

with language for the last century has been that English is the language

of America and to all.m the use of any other Language in the system, espec-

:Lally at the elementary le-ml or outside Of learnini, a foreign language,-wns

doing a disservice to the student. To enable the student to maintain his

native language, if it vas other than English, was to diminish the opporp-

tunity for the stl4ert to compete in the ,%merican cyatem. nany stories are

told of childrea, came from homes where languages other than English

were spoken, v:,o wcce pLaished or ridiculed for using that language in school.

Today, thi.; ba.;ic American public school philosophy is being seriously

challenged by t!'e Uspanic community and is being echoed by other ethnic

grou ps who speak languages other then English. It is felt that langunae is

one of the strongest psyehic bonds and it has been pointed out that the new

Language ia not learned cognizantly like mathematics, but Ls primarily an

emotional and perceptual experience. Even if the children are able to cope

with the new language, they may associate the classroom -with a high-cultural

value and their home cultures and mother-tongues with inlerior culture values

to 66 detriment of their own self-esteem.

Current bi-lingual education, as it Ls being carried out in many parts

of the United States, is based on two major premises. The first is that there

are important psychological supports in the netive language itself and the
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identification of culture, family values and a sense 6f belonging to one's

ethnic group are tied intimately with the language of that_group. To destroy

the language is to isolate the child from his family and inheritance. secondly,

that the child who ddles not speak English as he or she enters the public school

is. disadvantaged in the learning of subject matter if it is only taught in

Za:41ish. Therefore, subject matter should be taught in English and in other

native language in order that the stedent not fall behind in content while

at the same time learains :nllish as a second language.

2ven though toeay a large number of school systems are using bi-lingual

ed4cation to meet the nnedn of their non-English speaking studepts, there

remains serious comv:unity conflicts about the value and cost of such pro-

grams. These conflicts eyist not only amens various ethnic groups but within

the faculty of many school systems. Le see the main problem areas as:

1) the strong feeling that English is the only proper language for Americans

to speak; 2) the fear that the cost of bi-lingual education is higher than

mono-lingual education; and 3) 'the concern that older faculty Members, who

are not bi-lingual, will be dismissed from their school positions. These

represent the issues surrounding bi-lingmalism and bi-culturalimn.

The components of pluralistic education also encompass the issues that
Ay

compose t4,6 Women's Novements. The recognition of th0 social forces that

shape the child's sex-role identity and the sex-rolq/stereotypes have been

an inherent part of education through the years. women and girls have

A

been discriminated against from the first picture books and stories in child-

ren's literature to the textbooks in history, civics, government, literature

even in mathematics courses, it has been accomOlished with the uncontested

support of the overwhelming number of female teachers who work with children._

rhe identity confliCt, concerns, educationil and vocational goals of women
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